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ABSTRACT

The existence of a coordinate system can often improve the routing in a wireless sensor
network. While most coordinate systems correspond to the geometrical or geographical
coordinates, in recent years researchers had proposed the use of virtual coordinates. Virtual
coordinates depend only on the topology of the network as defined by the connectivity of
the nodes, without requiring geographical information.
The work in this thesis extends the use of virtual coordinates to scenarios where the
wireless sensor network has a mobile sink. One reason to use a mobile sink is to distribute the
energy consumption more evenly among the sensor nodes and thus extend the life-time of the
network. We developed two algorithms, MS-DVCR and CU-DVCR which perform routing
towards a mobile sink using virtual coordinates. In contrast to the baseline virtual coordinate
routing MS-DVCR limits routing updates triggered by the sink movement to a local area
around the sink. In contrast, CU-DVCR limits the route updates to a circular area on the
boundary of the local area. We describe the design justification and the implementation
of these algorithms. Using a set of experimental studies, we show that MS-DVCR and
CU-DVCR achieve a lower energy consumption compared to the baseline virtual coordinate
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routing without any noticeable impact on routing performance. In addition, CU-DVCR
provides a lower energy consumption than MS-DVCR for the case of a fast moving sink.
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To my parents and whomever taught me something!
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) consist of a large number of sensor nodes capable of continuously and cooperatively monitoring their surrounding environment. Sensor nodes usually
send the sensed information using hop-by-hop communication to one or few collecting nodes
called the sink. Sensor networks have many applications such as environmental monitoring,
military surveillance, traffic control, and ambient conditions detection. Sensor nodes in a
WSN use a limited source of energy such as a battery which is hard to be replaced in some
applications. This opens a challenge for the researchers to design energy-optimized routing
protocols to extend the lifetime of the network as much as possible.
In a multi-hop network, messages traverse a hop-by-hop path from the source to the
destination. In this scenario, since every message should pass the nodes around the sink,
these nodes drain their energy faster than other nodes in the network [19]. The mostly used
definition of network lifetime is the time until the first node exhausts its energy. Considering
this definition, one solution to extend the lifetime of a WSN is to move the sink to the areas
in which nodes have more energy [18].
Using a mobile sink is useful for saving energy only when we have an efficient routing
strategy towards it. Geographical coordinate system relies on the geographical location
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information of the nodes to do the routing. To obtain the location of the nodes, we need
GPS which is costly and infeasible in some applications. In contrast, Virtual Coordinate
System (VCS) does not rely on GPS information of the nodes. Instead, it is based upon
hop-by-hop distance information from a few anchor points [32]. In addition, there exist
routing algorithms using VCS as effective as geographical routing algorithms. However, to
the extent of our knowledge, there is no routing algorithm towards a mobile sink using virtual
coordinates.
In this thesis, we design two energy-efficient routing protocols towards a mobile sink using
virtual coordinate system.

1.1

Motivation

Virtual coordinate system provides most advantages of geographical coordinate system
without requiring GPS location information of the nodes. On the other hand, using a mobile
sink seems to be a good choice to prolong the lifetime of the network. However, we could not
find a routing algorithm to a mobile sink using virtual coordinates in the literature. Hence,
we found ourselves motivated to extend virtual coordinates to include routing towards a
mobile sink.
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1.2

Contribution

We propose two algorithms in virtual coordinate system to enable use of a mobile sink
without a need to update the entire network. In more details, our contributions are:
- MS-DVCR, a routing algorithm towards a mobile sink based on the idea of limiting
the update notification of the sink to a local area instead of the entire network. This
algorithm saves a significant amount of energy compared to the naive idea of updating
the entire network when the sink moves. The details of this algorithm is described in
Chapter 4.
- CU-DVCR, an improvement to MS-DVCR with the idea of limiting the broadcast to a
circular area around the sink. In fact, the circular area in CU-DVCR is the boundary
of the local area in MS-DVCR. CU-DVCR can save more energy than MS-DVCR in
case the sink is not moving extraordinarily fast. CU-DVCR is implemented in virtual
coordinates, However, it can be generalized simply and be implemented in geographical
domain with little effort. The details of this algorithm is described in Chapter 5.
- A set of experiments to show the effectiveness of the algorithms in conserving energy
while maintaining the performance. In the last experiment, we show that there is an
optimal size for the local area in which the energy consumption is minimized. More
details are discussed in Chapter 6

3

1.3

Organization

The remaining of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 3 explains the structure of
virtual coordinate system and how to transform it to retrieve a sense of directionality between
two nodes. Then, DVCR routing algorithm based on the transformed virtual coordinates is
explained. The MS-DVCR algorithm is presented in Chapter 4. The CU-DVCR algorithm
is presented in Chapter 5. We compare and investigate different aspects of the algorithms
using a series of experiments and simulation studies in Chapter 6. Finally, we conclude in
Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 2
RELATED WORK

In this chapter, we discuss the related literature for both virtual coordinates and the sink
mobility in wireless sensor networks.

2.1

Virtual coordinates literature

The most often used coordinate system for routing relies on the actual geographical
coordinates of the nodes [2]. Having the geographical location information of the nodes,
greedy forwarding can be used by each node to forward the packets to the neighbor which
is the closest one to the destination. However, in networks with holes due to voids in sensor
deployment or failure of some nodes, greedy forwarding fails [1]. In these networks a node
can be nearer than all of its neighbors to the destination. Researchers have tried to come
up with a solution for this known issue of greedy forwarding called local minimum. Greedy
Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) [23] is one of the pioneers to solve this problem. GPSR
suggests that when a message encounters a local minimum, it should follow the perimeter of
the planar graph to escape the local minimum.
In [20], directed diffusion, a data aggregation paradigm for WSNs is proposed. The
main idea behind Directed diffusion is to combine the data coming from different sources
5

by eliminating redundancy, minimizing the number of transmissions, thus saving network
energy and prolonging its lifetime. Rumor routing [5] is a variation of directed diffusion
and is useful in applications where there is no geographical information available to do
geographical routing.
Providing all the nodes with GPS system is expensive and infeasible in some applications.
Hence, researchers have suggested networks in which only a few nodes know their location.
In these networks, algorithms based on triangulation or multilateration can work well [6].
For example, in [34] a system called AHLoS (Ad-Hoc Localization System) is introduced
that enables sensor nodes to discover their locations using an iterative algorithm. In this
algorithm, nodes with unknown locations use ranging information and known location of
beacon nodes in their neighborhood to estimate their location. Once their location is estimated, they turn into a beacon, thus, other nodes can use this information to estimate their
own location.
Eliminating the need for GPS-equipped sensor nodes is favorable if we achieve equivalent
performance. With the introduction of Virtual Coordinates Systems (VCS) [8] [10] the need
for costly localization was resolved. In contrast to geographical coordinates, nodes are not
aware of their geographical position in this coordinate system. Instead, virtual coordinates
of a node is defined as its hop-by-hop distance to a set of nodes called anchors. For the
nodes to acquire their virtual coordinates, network-wide flooding [7] is suggested. In this
method, there is an initial setup phase in which anchors broadcast their coordinates to the
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entire network. As a result, each node becomes aware of its coordinates corresponding to
every anchor in the network. In another method [17], rumor routing was used to avoid a
separate network setup phase. Using this technique, messages are being forwarded to random
neighbors and carry the coordinates of the anchors. After some time, all the nodes become
aware of the location of the anchors.
When the nodes have their virtual coordinates, they can do routing. Convex Subspace
Routing (CSR) [12] is one of the routing algorithms which uses virtual coordinates. In
contrast to earlier routing algorithms which usually rely on backtracking when the message encounters a local minimum, CSR dynamically selects subsets of anchors which do not
cause local minimum problem. These set of anchors have the attribute of providing a convex distance function from the source to the destination. Directional Virtual Coordinate
Routing(DVCR) [16] is another routing algorithm using virtual coordinates which generally
outperforms some routing algorithms in geographical domain such as GPSR. We will discuss
DVCR algorithm in details in Chapter 3.
In [13] researchers tried to reduce the dimension of virtual coordinates while preserving
routability. Their method is based on Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) and uses novelty
filtering to select effective anchors prior to SVD based compression. Using some experiments
with different topologies and 40 anchors, they showed that coordinate length can be reduced
by a factor of 8 on average.
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In DVCR algorithm the subset of sensor nodes chosen as anchors plays an important role
in routing performance. A subset of nodes can be automatically found using an algorithm [15]
which significantly improves the performance of routing in most of virtual coordinate based
routing schemes.
In virtual coordinates, we do not have access to geographical location information of
the nodes. Hence, we cannot have a geographical map of the network. However, we can
retrieve the topology preserving maps of the network using an algorithm [14] using the
virtual coordinates of the sensor nodes. Given the topology preserving maps of the network,
researchers have suggested a method to accurately track an predict the mobility in virtual
coordinates [21].

2.2

Sink mobility literature

The simple and traditional form of a wireless sensor network consists of some sensors
and a single sink node with a fixed position. However, using mobile sinks is suggested in the
literature to prolong the network lifetime. In [39] the performance and trade-offs associated
with the cases of using a mobile sink and making the network all static are investigated. The
results show that in some situations mobile relays or mobile sinks can be used to improve
network lifetime.
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Using robots as mobile sinks solved the problem of practicality of deploying such a system
as suggested in [24]. In this work, a network with robots as mobile sinks is deployed to care
for houseplants in the office environment.
In [9] saving power in sensor networks based on predictable mobility of the observer (mobile sink) is investigated. They indicate that their model fits well for public transportation
vehicles since their movement is predictable. They results show that the power savings over
a static sensor network are significant.
The idea of exploiting the sink mobility to increase the lifetime of a WSN is also investigated in [40]. In WSNs with up to 256 nodes, their model produces sink movement patterns
which lead to a network lifetime up to almost five times longer than a network with a static
sink. They suggest that in a network with a static sink, the nodes in the proximity of the
sink drain their energy faster than other nodes.
Mobility is sometimes enforced by the requirement of the application. For example, in [4]
an underwater sensor network is investigated in which an autonomous underwater vehicle is
responsible for collecting data from the nodes throughout the network.
Routing towards mobile sinks in an energy optimized way is emphasized in the literature.
Considering the fact that mobile sink is mostly used to increase the lifetime of the network,
an energy optimized routing towards a mobile sink seems to be essential to reach that goal.
In [27] mobility is suggested to improve the lifetime of the network. First, they show that in a
circle shaped network, the best mobility strategy might be for the sink to follow the periphery
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of the network. Second, they suggest that considering this experimental conditions, a better
routing strategy uses a combination of round routes and short paths.
MobiRoute [28] considers the problem of practicality of routings which support sink
mobility and investigates an approach to use a mobile sink to balance the traffic load and
thus improve the lifetime of the network. They consider different scenarios with nodes located
in point lattices and a special in-building network with nodes forming a ring. Their results
show that MobiRoute in most cases, improves the network lifetime with only a modestly
degraded reliability in packet delivery.
A three-tier architecture for collecting sensor data in sparse sensor networks using mobile
nodes is presented in [35] which assumes random walk as the mobility pattern. This work
focuses on a simple analytical model for understanding performance as system parameters
such as number of mobile elements. In a more formal work [30], researchers have defined the
sink mobility problem in a linear programming form. They divide the problem of maximizing
the lifetime of the network into two subproblems: a scheduling problem that determines the
sojourn times of the sink at different locations, and a routing problem in order to deliver the
sensed data to the sink in an energy-efficient way. They claim that their model provides the
optimal solution to these problems and thus gives the best achievable network lifetime.
Large scale sensor networks need extra considerations for energy efficient routing especially when mobile sinks are being used. An architecture for large scale sensor networks is
proposed in [36] which uses mobile agents. They compare their architecture with a static ad
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hoc sensor network using some experiments and show a substantial gain in energy efficiency.
In another work Two-Tier Data Dissemination (TTDD) [26] is proposed to solve the problem
of collecting data in large scale WSNs with mobile sinks. Their Two-Tier Data Dissemination
approach provides scalable and efficient data delivery to multiple mobile sinks.
A simple solution to the problem of routability is for a mobile sink to consecutively inform
the sensors of its new location when the movement occurs. Declarative Routing Protocol
(DRP) [11] is using the idea in which the sink continuously propagate its location information
throughout the entire network as it moves. However, this scenario is not suitable when the
sink moves relatively fast and the thus the number of required broadcasts increases.
Integrated Location Service and Routing (ILSR) [25] is a geographical routing protocol
towards a mobile sink. In this protocol, the sink floods location updates to sensors in its
neighborhood when a link breaks or is created. Hence, this algorithm is suitable for situations
in which the sink speed is slow thus the number of required updates is small. The experiments
show that ILSR generates routes close to shortest paths.
Local Update-based Routing Protocol (LURP) [37] is a routing protocol towards a mobile
sink. In this algorithm, the basic idea is to limit the update notification broadcasted by the
sink to a limited local area. This algorithm is proposed for geographical coordinates domain.
An extension to LURP called Adaptive Local Update-based Routing Protocol (ALURP) [38]
is proposed to reduce the local area size if possible as the sink moves. This technique can
work slightly better than LURP in energy savings.
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A movement pattern for the sink and its effect on energy consumption is studied in [29].
The suggested strategy is to move the sinks on a predetermined path, along the perimeter of
a hexagonal tiling when their neighbor sensors’ energy becomes low. Simulations show the
effectiveness of this method in extending the lifetime of the network.
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CHAPTER 3
VIRTUAL COORDINATES

In this chapter we introduce Virtual Coordinate System(VCS) which is the base for the
proposed algorithms in this thesis. We will see how virtual coordinate provides a decent
routing algorithm without any need for geographical location information of the nodes in a
network.

3.1

General principles

A coordinate system gives every node a unique identifier to make it distinguishable from
the other nodes. In virtual coordinates nodes are defined by their hop-count distance to a
set of nodes called anchor nodes. When a sensor network is deployed, nodes can find their
coordinates using a setup phase using network-wide flooding [7]. In another method, the
nodes can find their coordinates gradually without any need for a setup phase using Rumor
Routing [17].
In hop by hop routing, when a node receives a packet, it should decide to which of its
neighbors it should forward the packet. The goal is that the packet should traverse the
minimum number of hops before reaching its destination. Greedy forwarding suggests that
each node should choose one of its neighbors which is closest to the destination. To compare
13

the nodes based on how far they are located to the destination, we should have a sense of
distance between two nodes in a network. In geographical coordinates, we can use Euclidean
distance for this purpose. In virtual coordinate, we should have a similar concept to be able
to do routing based on greedy forwarding. The distance metrics in VCs are based on the L1
or L2 norms defined over VCs.
One of the problems we face by choosing greedy forwarding as a base for the routing
algorithm is local minima. Consider a node which is closer to the destination among its
neighbors based on the coordinates we use. This problem can occur in networks of a nonconvex shape in both geographical and virtual coordinates but it is more probable in VC
domain. As the VCs propagate radially away from the anchors, the L1 and L2 do not provide good estimates of distance in VC systems, causing many local minima and poor routing
performance. Therefore, new coordinates are derived from VCs to overcome this disadvantage and generate more Cartesian like coordinate systems. Directional Virtual Coordinate
System (DVCS) is such an example.

3.2

Directional Virtual Coordinate System Routing

Directional virtual coordinate routing protocol (DVCR) [16] is a routing protocol based
on virtual coordinate system. Since VCs propagate radially away from the anchors, the
directionality of coordinates is lost. DVCR applies a mathematical transformation to restore
the directionality of the ordinates.

14

In a sensor network with N nodes and M anchors, hNi Aj shows the minimum hop
distance between node Ni and anchor Aj . Thus, the virtual coordinate of node Ni is
[hNi A1 , . . . , hNi AM ]. Since hNi Aj is the same for all the nodes within a certain distance from
Aj in all directions, it does not provide a sense of directionality. We should use more than
one anchor to decrease the number of nodes with a similar coordinates. If we use two anchors, the nodes on the intersection of the circles centered to anchors will have the same
coordinates. Hence, at least three anchors are needed to have a unique coordinate for each
node in the network.
To give an intuition of how anchors are used to make a coordinate system, we show
a simple one dimensional network with two anchors in Table 3.1 . This simple example
illustrates that hNi A1 + hNi A2 does not provide directionality for the nodes between the
anchors since all the values are the same. On the other hand, hNi A1 − hNi A2 is the same
for all the nodes between the anchors. So, we need a more complicated formula such as
Equation 3.1 which uses both sum and difference to return a sense of directionality for all
nodes and have a directional coordinate for a one dimensional network with two anchors:

f (hNi A1 , hNi A2 ) =

where

1
2hA2 A1

1
2hA2 A1

(hNi A1 − hNi A2 )(hNi A1 + hNi A2 )

is used for normalization.
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(3.1)

Table 3.1: A one dimensional network consisting of consecutively connected nodes: N1 , N2 ,
A1 , N3 , N4 , A2 , N5 , N6
hNi A1
hNi A2
hNi A1 + hNi A2
hNi A1 − hNi A2
f (hNi A1 , hNi A2 )

N1 N2 A1 N3 N4 A2 N5 N6
2
1
0
1
2
3
4
5
5
4
3
2
1
0
1
2
7
5
3
3
3
3
5
7
-3
-3
-3
-1
1
3
3
3
-3.5 -2.5 -1.5 -0.5 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5

To define a vector in a direction which starts from an anchor and ends to another anchor,
for every two arbitrarily chosen anchors from all the anchors in the network, say Aj and Ak ,
lets define vector f~(hNi Aj , hNi Ak ) to be:

f~(hNi Aj , hNi Ak ) = f (hNi Aj , hNi Ak )~uAj Ak

(3.2)

where ~uAj Ak is called the virtual direction and is the unit vector in direction of Aj Ak . The
magnitude of the vector f (hNi Aj , hNi Ak ) is given as

f (hNi Aj , hNi Ak ) =

1
2hAj Ak



h2Ni Aj − h2Ni Ak



(3.3)

The virtual distance between two nodes Np and Nq in this direction would be defined as:
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FAj Ak (Np , Nq ) = f (hNp Aj , hNp Ak ) − f (hNq Aj , hNq Ak )

(3.4)

Let us now introduce a definition of the distance metric used in DVCR. Let suppose
that the transformed ordinates of the source node x and the sink node y are given as Nx ≡
[nx1 · · · nxy · · · nxP ] and Ny ≡ [ny1 · · · nxy · · · nyP ]. Here P is the cardinality of the ordinates
and can be selected from C2M combinations given M randomly select anchors. Using the L2
distance between the source and the destination nodes we find the distance as:

DNx Ny =

sX

(nxj − nxy )2 ; j = 1 : J ≤ C2M

(3.5)

∀j

This distance metric allows us to perform greedy forwarding: when a node needs to
transmit a message to the destination (usually, the sink), it will forward the message to the
neighbor which is closest to the destination in terms of the defined distance D.
To avoid messages getting stuck in a local minima in networks with a concave shape or
networks with holes, DVCR uses the ordinate difference between the nodes and its neighbors.
Let us consider the ordinate difference set ∆A1 A2 with reference to anchor nodes A1 and A2 .
Therefore,

∆A1 A2 = |FA1 A2 (Ni , Nk )|; Nk ∈ K
17

(3.6)

where K is the total number of neighbors of node Ni . Let the maximum ordinate difference
be α12 = max(∆A1 A2 ) and the minimum ordinate difference be β12 = min(∆A1 A2 ). Therefore,
the approximate ordinate difference between current node and destination is given as:

α12 n + β12 m = |FA1 A2 (Ni , Nd )|

(3.7)

Similarly using reference anchor nodes A3 and A4 we get,

α34 n + β34 m = |FA3 A4 (Ni , Nd )|

(3.8)

By solving Equations (3.7) and (3.8), we are able to find n+m which gives us an estimate
of minimum number of hops to the destination. Similar calculations are performed by all of
the neighbors of current node i and the node having the minimum number of hops is selected
for forwarding.
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CHAPTER 4
THE MS-DVCR ROUTING PROTOCOL
4.1

General description

Consider a sensor network with a mobile sink in which we want to use DVCR as a routing
algorithm. Before the sink starts to move, all the nodes know the shortest hop distance to
each of the anchors and to the sink. Also, each node knows VC coordinate of its neighbors to
compare the distance to destination of each of its neighbors with itself. So, routing is possible
until the time in which the sink starts to move. When the sink moves, its virtual coordinates
will change, and the messages routed to the old coordinates will not reach the sink. A simple
solution would be to notify all the nodes about the sink’s new coordinates. This solution,
however is expensive in terms of the number of messages, and the corresponding energy
consumption especially when the sink moves relatively fast.
An idea which is proposed in geographical routing to deal with this problem is Local
Update-Based Routing Protocol(LURP) [37]. We take this idea and propose an algorithm in
virtual coordinate domain. The idea is that when the sink starts to move, it will notify the
nodes within a local area. If the sink exited the local area while moving, it will broadcast
its coordinates to the entire network and form a new area centered to its current location.
By this scenario, each node outside the area forwards the packets to somewhere in the area.
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As soon as the packet enters the area, it will be forwarded to the sink because all nodes in
the area have the updated coordinates of the sink.

4.2

MS-DVCR algorithm

In order to specify the nodes inside the local area, we need to have a definition which
distinguishes them from the other nodes in the network. In VCs we do not have the geographical location information of the nodes. So, for defining the local area, we use hop
distance to the center of the area. Let us consider that at the time of the creation of the
local area L the sink is at the location Nsc = [ncs1 . . . ncsP ]. Thus, the local area will be defined
as all the nodes which are closer than L2 distance r to the initial location of the sink:




R = n ⊂ N

DNn Ns =

v
uP
uX
t (n

ni

i=1




− nsi )2 ≤ r

(4.1)

Sink is at the center of this area when the area is being created. However, when time
passes, it can be anywhere in the area depending on its movement strategy. Based on the
definition of the local area, sink movement can be labeled as two different types:
1. Local move: in this type of movement, the sink stays inside the local area. So, the sink
needs to update only the nodes inside the local area about its new location, and the
local area will not change.
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Figure 4.1: Operation of MS-DVCR between sink moves, black nodes: current local area,
thick circles in the corner: anchor nodes
2. External move: this type of movement is occurred when the sink leaves the current
local area R. As a result, the sink must (a) create a new local area R0 and (b) notify
the whole network about its new virtual coordinates.

You can see screenshots of the operation of a network in Figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3.
Before proposing the MS-DVCR algorithm, we need to enumerate different types of
messages used in it:
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Figure 4.2: Network notification after an external move in MS-DVCR, black nodes: current
local area, gray nodes: previous local area, thick circles in the corner: anchor nodes
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Figure 4.3: A local move after formation of a new local area in MS-DVCR, black nodes:
current local area, gray nodes: previous local area, thick circles in the corner: anchor nodes
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- LOCAL messages are sent by the sink and carry its location information to update the
¯
nodes inside the local area. These messages are broadcasted but they are limited to
the nodes inside the local area.
- EXTERNAL messages are broadcasted to the entire network and carry the location
¯
information of the sink to update all the nodes in the network.
- SENSING messages are sent by the sensor nodes and carry sensed data to the sink.
¯
When they reach a node inside the local area, that node knows the current location of
the sink and will forward the message to the sink.
The behavior of the sink in MS-DVCR is described in algorithm 1. First, the sink starts
to move and replaces the new location with its current location. When it reaches to the new
location, the sink checks whether it has exited the current local area or not. This is done by
comparing its new location with the local area center. If it is further than the radius of the
local area, it has exited the local area. In this case, the sink will broadcast and EXTERNAL
message informing all the nodes in the network. If the result of the check is that the sink has
not left the current local area yet, it broadcasts a LOCAL message to all the nodes inside the
local area to update them. The sink also handles SENSING messages received from sensors
throughout the network.
As described in Algorithm 2, a node handles three types of incoming messages and also
does the sensing task. When the node receives a LOCAL message, it checks if the node is
located inside the current local area. Based on the result of this check, it broadcasts the
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Algorithm 1 Sink behavior in MS-DVCR
when move do
new-location := current location of sink
if (DL2 (new-location, local-area-center)) < r then
broadcast(msg(LOCAL, new-location))
else
local-area-center := new-location
broadcast(msg(EXTERNAL, local-area-center))
end if
end when
when receives(msg(SENSING, data)) do
update local model with data
end when
message to the neighbor nodes. The node updates the next hop to the sink independent
of its location when it receives a LOCAL message or an EXTERNAL message. When the
node receives an EXTERNAL message, it broadcasts it without checking whether the node
is located inside the local area or not. The node simply forwards the incoming SENSING
messages using the next-hop field it is keeping and updating when receiving the new location
of the sink. When it observes a new event, the node creates a new message and forwards it
to the next hop to the sink.
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Algorithm 2 Node behavior in MS-DVCR
when receives(message(LOCAL, new-sink-location)) do
nexthop := closest neighbor to new-sink-location
if (DL2 (local-area-center, nodelocation) < r) then
broadcast(msg(LOCAL, local-area-center))
end if
end when
when receives(message(EXTERNAL, local-area-center)) do
nexthop := closest neighbor to local-area-center
broadcast(msg(EXTERNAL, local-area-center))
end when
when receives(message(SENSING, data)) do
send(msg(SENSING, data), nexthop)
end when
when sensor-captures(observation) do
data = report-formation(observation)
send(msg(SENSING, data), nexthop)
end when
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CHAPTER 5
THE CU-DVCR ROUTING PROTOCOL
5.1

General description

In the previous chapter we saw that the main idea behind MS-DVCR is to limit the radius
of broadcasting to the nodes inside a local area while the sink is inside the area. We will
introduce CU-DVCR algorithm which takes one step further by limiting the broadcasting
to the nodes on the boundary of local area. This idea comes from the fact that only nodes
on the boundary of the local area are involved in correcting the assumption of incoming
messages to the local area about the current location of the sink.
To have a better intuition, consider that most of the packets are being generated outside
the local area. If these packets know the exact location of the sink as soon as they enter the
local area, they would be able to find their way towards it. So, updating the nodes other that
the ones on the boundary of the local area does not seem to be necessary. If the incoming
messages to the local area carry the updated location of the sink while traveling towards
it, they can also update the nodes inside the local area on their way. By this scenario, the
nodes inside the local area will be informed gradually of the new location of the sink.
We will give a more accurate explanation of this algorithm in next part.
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5.2

The CU-DVCR algorithm

Similar to MS-DVCR, we can define the local area R as all the nodes in which their L2
distance to the initial location of the sink is smaller than r:




R = n ⊂ N

DNn Ns =
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uP
uX
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ni

i=1




− nsi )2 ≤ r

(5.1)

We should also distinguish the nodes on the boundary of the local area from other nodes
in this area. For this purpose, we can define B as the set of nodes on the boundary of the
local area in which their L2 distance to the initial location of the sink is between r and r − c
where c is the width of the boundary area.

B=
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(5.2)



Given this definition, we can imagine two types of movements for the sink:
1. Local move: if the sink stays inside the local area, it needs to send a message to one
of the nodes on the boundary area B and that message will be broadcasted to the rest
of the nodes in B.
2. External move: when the sink leaves the current local area R, it needs to (a) create a new boundary area B 0 and (b) notify the whole network about its new virtual
coordinates.
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Figure 5.1: Operation of CU-DVCR between sink moves, black nodes: current boundary
area, thick circles in the corner: anchor nodes

You can see three screenshots in Figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 to have a better understanding of
the operation of CU-DVCR.
Similar to MS-DVCR, we can define three types of messages used in CU-DVCR:

- LOCAL messages are sent by the sink to one of its neighbors and will be forwarded to
¯
the boundary area B. The first node in B which gets these messages, broadcasts them
to all the nodes inside B. They contain the current location information of the sink.
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Figure 5.2: Network notification after external move in CU-DVCR, black nodes: current
boundary area, gray nodes: previous boundary area, thick circles in the corner: anchor
nodes
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Figure 5.3: New and old local areas in CU-DVCR, black nodes: current boundary area, gray
nodes: previous boundary area, thick circles in the corner: anchor nodes
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- EXTERNAL messages are broadcasted to the entire network when the sink does an
¯
external move and carry its new location information.
- SENSING messages are sent by the sensor nodes and carry sensed data to the sink.
¯
They reach a node on the boundary area B, obtain the current location of the sink
from that node, and update the other nodes inside the local area on their way to the
sink.

Algorithm 3 describes the behavior of the sink in CU-DVCR. When the sink moves, it
updates its new location based on the coordinates of its neighbors. Then it checks whether
the new location is inside the current local area; i.e., it has done a Local or External move.
In case of Local move, it sends a LOCAL message to one of its neighbors to be forwarded
to the boundary area. When the sink does an External move and leaves the local area, it
creates a new local area. It sets the center of the new local area as its location. Then,
it broadcasts an EXTERNAL message containing this location information. The sink also
handles SENSING messages based on the specification of the network.
Algorithm 4 describes the behavior of a node in CU-DVCR. When a node receives a
LOCAL message containing the new location of the sink, it updates the next hop to the
destination which is one of its neighbors. Then it checks whether it is located inside the
boundary area or not. If yes, it broadcasts the message, otherwise, in the case of being
inside the local area and outside of the boundary area, it will forward the message to the
furthest node from the sink to finally reach a point on the boundary of the local area.
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Algorithm 3 Sink behavior in CU-DVCR
when move do
new-location := current location of sink
if (DL2 (new-location, local-area-center)) < r then
send(msg(LOCAL, new-location), random-neighbor)
else
local-area-center := new-location
broadcast(msg(EXTERNAL, local-area-center))
end if
end when
when receives(msg(SENSING, data)) do
update local model with data
end when

In case of receiving an EXTERNAL message, local-area-center and next-hop fields will
be updated and the node will broadcast the message to the other nodes in the network. A
sensor node forwards a SENSING message to the next hop to the sink. It also creates a
message after sensing data and forwards it to the next hop.
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Algorithm 4 Node behavior in CU-DVCR
when receives(message(LOCAL, new-sink-location)) do
nexthop := closest neighbor to new-sink-location
if (DL2 (local-area-center, nodelocation) < r) then
if (DL2 (local-area-center, nodelocation) > r-c) then
broadcast(msg(LOCAL, new-sink-location))
else
send(msg(LOCAL, new-sink-location), farthest-neighbor-from-sink)
end if
end if
end when
when receives(message(EXTERNAL, new-local-area-center)) do
local-area-center := new-local-area-center
nexthop := closest neighbor to local-area-center
broadcast(msg(EXTERNAL, local-area-center))
end when
when receives(message(SENSING, data)) do
send(msg(SENSING, data), nexthop)
end when
when sensor-captures(observation) do
data = report-formation(observation)
send(msg(SENSING, data), nexthop)
end when
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CHAPTER 6
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

In this chapter, we do some experiments to analyze different aspects of the algorithms we
introduced. We compare MS-DVCR and CU-DVCR with a naive solution which is to update
all the nodes in the network when the sink moves. This algorithm is called Update All-DVCR
UA-DVCR) [31]. By the way, this is an expensive solution in terms of energy consumption
considering the number of messages needed to update all the nodes in the network.

6.1

Performance analysis

Before jumping to the experiments, we want to analyze the energy consumption of each
of the algorithms. The difference between the algorithms we compare in this chapter appears
when the sink moves:
- Update All-DVCR (UA-DVCR) [31] - Update all the nodes in the network
¯
- Mobile Sink-DVCR (MS-DVCR) [31] - Update the nodes in a local area around the
¯
sink
- Circular Update-DVCR (CU-DVCR) - Update the nodes on the boundary of a local
¯
area around the sink
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To have a better understanding of the energy consumption, we need to divide it into
three parts:

1. Updating the nodes inside the local area
2. Updating the nodes outside the local area
3. Forwarding the events to the sink

In first part, CU-DVCR is expected to consume less amount of energy compared to MSDVCR and UA-DVCR since it is not using broadcasting to update all the nodes inside the
local area. For the second part, considering the fact that in MS-DVCR and CU-DVCR
updating of the nodes when the sink does an external move is limited to the nodes inside
the local area, we expect less energy consumption for them compared to UA-DVCR.
In CU-DVCR, the events created at the nodes inside the local area may traverse a lengthier path due to lack of awareness about the exact location of the sink. These packets go to
the previous location of the sink and after realizing that the sink has moved, they will go to
the new location. So, theoretically, CU-DVCR should perform worse than other algorithms
in the third part. However, We expect this to have a small effect on the overall energy
consumption due to two reasons: (a) since the nodes which are not updated when the sink
does a local move constitute a small portion of all the nodes in the network, the probability
of an event to be created in them is small (b) these nodes receives the updated location of
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the sink as soon as an incoming packet from outside of local area passes the boundary of the
local area and comes to them.
In brief, we expect less energy consumption for CU-DVCR compared to MS-DVCR. In
addition, the energy consumption of UA-DVCR should be significantly higher than the other
algorithms because of the important effect of the second part on overall energy consumption.
This point should be mentioned that if the sink moves very slowly, the effect of third part
may become sensible.

6.2

Experimental setup

In our simulations, we have used a sensor network with square area of L × L meters.
The simulations are implemented in the Java-based extensible simulator YAES [3]. Sensor
nodes are randomly and uniformly distributed with the average density of 0.005 nodes/m2 .
The transmission range of each sensor node is 30 meters. We use virtual coordinates with
4 sensor nodes at each corner of the square area as the anchor points. When simulation
time passes, events are generated randomly at all sensor nodes. The generated events will
be forwarded to the sink using one of the routing algorithms.
For the sink mobility model, we use Random Waypoint [22] which helps in distributing
the energy consumption throughout different areas of the network to increase the network
lifetime. First, sink chooses one of the sensor nodes as its destination. To reach that
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Table 6.1: Experimental parameters
Parameter
¯

Values
¯
General
¯
Sensor network size L × L 400. . . 1000 m
Node deployment
random uniform
Deployment density
0.005 nodes / m2
Number of sensor nodes
800-5000
Transmission range
30 m
Sink movement
random waypoint, no stops
Sink speed
1-5 m/s
Experiment length
4000 messages
Protocols
¯
Routing protocol
UA-DVCR, MS-DVCR, CU-DVCR
Coordinates
directed virtual
Anchors
4, extreme corners
local area radius
r ∈ {5, . . . , 12}
boundary area width
c=4

destination, in every step it moves from one of the sensor nodes to one of its neighbors.
Once it reaches the destination, it will choose another random destination and moves toward
it. Table 6.1 lists the parameters of the experimental setup. In the following sections, we
demonstrate the results of the experiments and explain them.

6.3

Energy consumption and average path length function of the size of the
sensor network

Our goal in this set of experiments was to compare the algorithms in energy consumption
and the average path length messages traversed by varying the width of the sensor network.
The sensor network width was varied between 400 and 1000 meters with the constant de-
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ployment density of 0.005 nodes/m2 . So, the generated networks contained between 800
and 5000 sensor nodes. The speed of the sink was set to 4m/s. Rappaport communication
model [33] was used to calculate the energy consumption. The total energy consumption is
the sum of energy consumption of all the nodes in the network. The average path length was
calculated as the average number of hops successfully routed messages traversed to reach the
sink. The experiments had been averaged over 20 different runs with different random seeds
for the deployment of the nodes and the movement of the sink.
The radius of the local area is being calculated using the following formula. This makes
the size of the local area relative to the size of the network.

r = L ÷ 100 + 4

(6.1)

Figure 6.1 compares the overall energy consumption of the protocols during the simulation. As expected, UA-DVCR is consuming significantly higher amount of energy compared
to other algorithms. In larger networks this difference in energy consumption is more visible.
MS-DVCR shows a significant reduction in energy consumption compared to UA-DVCR. Finally, CU-DVCR shows best results among the algorithms. It is also less sensitive to increase
in the size of the network. This shows the effect of broadcasting on the energy consumption.
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Figure 6.1: Overall energy consumption for UA-DVCR, MS-DVCR, and CU-DVCR function
of area size.
In CU-DVCR we have limited the broadcasting to the boundary of the local area. So, we
see a huge difference between the algorithms as the size of the network increases.
We consider path length to be the number of hops a message traverses to reach the sink.
Using this definition, we can average path length traversed by all the packets and reach
Figure 6.2. The differences between the path lengths in these protocols are barely visible
and are essentially masked by the randomness of the generated network. As expected, for
all the algorithms, the average path length increases with increase in size of the area.
We can conclude this part with the finding that CU-DVCR is outperforming other algorithms in energy consumption especially in larger networks. This achievement is reached
without barely visible difference in average path length traversed by the messages.
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Figure 6.2: Average path length for UA-DVCR, MS-DVCR, and CU-DVCR function of area
size.
6.4

Energy consumption and routability function of the sink speed

In this section, our goal is to see the effect of changing the sink speed on energy consumption and routability. For this purpose, we set up a 1000m × 1000m network. We set
the radius of the local area to 10 hops. in each run 5000 messages were generated and sent
to the sink. The results are averaged over 15 runs with different random seeds for the deployment of the nodes and the movement of the sink. Figure 6.3 shows energy consumption
as a function of the sink speed. CU-DVCR outperforms MS-DVCR especially when the sink
moves faster. This was expected because more updates occur inside the local area as the
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sink moves faster. As a result, more packets will be sent to notify the nodes in the local area
in MS-DVCR and more energy will be consumed.

Energy Consumption (J)
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Figure 6.3: Energy consumption for MS-DVCR and CU-DVCR function of the sink speed.

Now, we want to compare the MS-DVCR and CU-DVCR in delivery ratio of the packets.
We also want to see if increasing the sink speed affects delivery ratio of the packets or
not. Figure 6.4 shows the number of successfully delivered messages function of the sink
speed. More than 99.8% of packts were successfully delivered to the sink and the difference
between the two algorithms is negligible. Thus, CU-DVCR has successfully decreased the
energy consumption without any noticeable effect on the packet delivery ratio compared to
MS-DVCR. We also see that delivery ratio is not changing as the sink speed increases.
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Figure 6.4: Number of successfully routed messages for MS-DVCR and CU-DVCR function
of the sink speed. Total number of transmitted messages were 5000.

6.5

Energy consumption function of the size of the local area

In this section, we want to investigate the effect of varying the radius of local area on
energy consumption. We set the side length of the network to 600m and the sink speed
to 4m/s. Total of 4000 messages had been generated in each of these experiments and the
results were averaged over 10 runs with different random seeds for the deployment of the
nodes and the movement of the sink. Figure 6.5 shows the results of these runs. In general,
choosing a small value for the radius of local area causes an increase in energy consumption.
This is because the sink leaves a smaller local area more frequently than a larger one. On the
other hand, making local area larger requires more number of packets to update local area.
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This results in an optimal radius for energy consumption in the middle of the graph. For
the network with these parameters, the optimal hop value for both algorithms is 10 hops.
CU-DVCR is more efficient since it needs less number of packets to update a boundary
area compared to MS-DVCR which updates the entire local area.
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Figure 6.5: Energy consumption function of the radius of local area
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis, we introduced MS-DVCR and CU-DVCR, protocols for routing messages
towards a mobile sink using virtual coordinates system. The main idea behind MS-DVCR
is to limit the location updates sent by the mobile sink to a local area around the sink. The
CU-DVCR algorithm takes a step further and limits the broadcasting to a circular area on
the boundary of the local area. Experimental studies show that these algorithms consume
significantly lower amount of energy compared to the naive solution of updating the entire
network when the sink moves. In addition, CU-DVCR conserves more energy compared to
MS-DVCR without causing the path length traversed by the messages to become longer.
Another experiment showed that when the sink moves faster, CU-DVCR can save more
energy without sacrificing routability. Finally, we found an optimal radius of local area for
a network in which the energy consumption is minimized.
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